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The cover picture was taken by Mike Roberts. 

Mike Roberts did the cover picture editing and graphical work. 

 

 
 

 
 

Our Fantastic Publicity team spreading the word at the Copdock Bike show. 

Help is always welcome 
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Chairman's Chat 
 

A very warm welcome to the 

November edition of the SAM 

Observer.  Knowing how everyone 

likes to talk about the weather, I 

wonder if November is going to 

continue as mildly as October has? 

According to the Met Office it's the 

warmest October on record alongside 

2001.  I do hope I've not spoken too 

soon... 

 
As well as the mild weather, it pleases 

me greatly and gives me a tremendous 

sense of pride when I hear that one of 

our members achieves the required 

standard to gain a pass on their IAM motorcycle test.  I particular enjoy 

presenting them with their certificate on a group night.  So it'll come as no 

surprise to you how pleased I was to hear that Piers Ford, one of our young riders 

who joined us under this years promotion, has achieved the required standard on 

his test.  Congratulations Piers!  I look forward to presenting you with your 

certificate in the near future and wish you all the best in your future motorcycle 

adventures. 

 
Of the ten Young Rider Promotion places provisioned for this year, nine have 

been allocated, leaving one spare place available.  Do you know someone that 

may be interested in receiving a full refund of their Advanced Rider Course fee 

having taken their IAM test, regardless of the outcome on the day?  The criteria 

to be considered for the promotion being that they should be thirty years of age 

or under, holding a minimum of an A2 licence, have 12 months post-test riding 

experience, ride a machine with at least 33kW / 45 hp (the A2 license restriction) 

and have undertaken a Qualifying Ride (Free Taster) with one of our Observers.  

Please put anyone interested in touch with myself or Linda Barker, Membership 

Secretary and we'll be happy to discuss the promotion and answer any questions 

about it with them. 
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On the Observer Corps news front, please join me in congratulating Ross 

Mckinley on recently qualifying as a National Observer. 
 
Last month I thanked everyone who volunteered their time helping out with the 

motorcycle parking and promotion of SAM at this years Copdock Classic 

Motorcycle Club (CCMC) show.  Today I received a letter from Phil Sayer in his 

capacity as the Secretary of the CCMC.  On behalf of the club he has asked me to 

pass on a huge thank you for your generous help and assistance in making this 

years show a success.  Also, in recognition of our efforts he would like to come 

along to next group night and present us with a cheque for £3,000 to support us 

in our activities in promoting safer motorcycling in Suffolk.  Please give 

yourselves a massive pat on the back as this donation will go a long way towards 

keeping the group operational and wouldn't have been possible without your 

efforts.  Well done team! 

 
If you managed to get to last months group night I hope you were as entertained 

as I was watching 'Closer to the Edge', a documentary following the trials, 

tribulations and harsh realities of the lives of the TT racers and their families 

from the 2010 season.  It was the first time in a long time that I'd actually sat 

down and relaxed, for at least an hour and half, to watch a movie.  Please let us 

know if you'd like to have a future Movie Night, on those occasions we can't 

secure a guest speaker that is and give Trevor Read, Events, your suggestions of 

what you'd like screened.  I have Sjaak Luccassen's, 'Sjaak the World', that I've 

not had time to sit down and watch yet, if you'd like to watch it in future. 

 
This month's group night guest speaker is Paul from SorryMate.  He's going to 

give us a talk on the services provided the his firm of independent solicitors that 

specialise in two wheel claims.  Let's hope we'll never be in need of their legal 

expertise, but should the unthinkable occur, it's nice to know that they're 

available to assist. 

http://www.sorrymate.com/ 

 
This month's group night is a little earlier than usual with the third Tuesday 

falling on 15th. 

 
Cheers 
 

  Steve   
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New Associate Members 
 

A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members: 
 

Philip Kent   Ashton Dyson   Phillip Fisher 
 

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and 

he will put your name in the next Issue 
 

IAM Test Passes 
 

Congratulations to the members who have passed their  

Advanced test this month. 
 

Andy Stroud  his Observer was  David Rudland 

Peter Smith  his Observers were Karl Hale and Derek Barker 

John Mayhew  his Observer was  Kevin Brendish 

Piers Ford, Young rider Scheme, his Observer was Derek Barker 
 

When you pass your advanced test please let 

Karl Hale or Susan Smith know. 
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Woolly Pully Week 
 

St Elizabeth Hospice is once again holding a ‘Woolly Pully Week’ and inviting 

local organisations to wear Christmas jumpers to raise funds and show their 

support to their local hospice. 

 

We also are close to launching the Midnight Walk 2107 and it would also be 

hugely appreciated if you could include the brief below, so people know to save 

the date. 

 

Go wacky in wool for the hospice this Christmas 

 

St Elizabeth Hospice is urging friends, colleagues and classmates to go wacky in 

wool this December, as part of their Woolly Pully Week. 

 

Following from last year’s success, the local charity is holding this years’ event 

on the week between 12
th
 ~ 16

th
 December, and is appealing for local businesses, 

schools and groups to don their craziest knit and do their bit for their local 

hospice. 

 

Organisations choose a day during the Woolly Pully Week and on their 

nominated day, everyone has to wear their silliest sweater and donate £2 to St 

Elizabeth Hospice. 

 

Felicity Rook, St Elizabeth Hospice’s head of fundraising, said: “Christmas 

jumpers have become such a popular phenomenon in recent years, nearly 

everybody has a festive top, and Woolly Pully Week is a great excuse to get 

yours out and wear it to work, school or wherever. 

 

“Holding a jumper day is sure to get you in the festive spirit in the run up to 

Christmas and is an easy and fun way to raise vital funds for your local hospice 

and help ensure nobody has to face their illness alone this Christmas.” 

 

To find out more or to request your Woolly Pully Week festive fundraising pack, 

visit www.stelizabethhospice.org.uk/woollypully or call 01473 723600 or email 

fundraising@stelizabethhospice.org.uk 
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Midnight Walk 2017 
 

St Elizabeth Hospice is asking supporters to save the date for their biggest 

fundraising event of the year. 
 

The hugely popular Midnight Walk will be taking place on Saturday 20
th
 May 

2017 on the streets of Ipswich, with all new routes. 
 

Catherine Sheppard, events and challenges fundraiser at St Elizabeth Hospice 

said: “We are very excited to launch next year’s Midnight Walk. It’s the biggest 

event on the hospice calendar, and we have made a few alterations including new 

routes and a new venue for 2017, and I’m sure that people are going to be thrilled 

with the changes.” 
 

Full details about the Midnight Walk 2017 will be released in early November, 

and those who register before 31
st
 January 2017 will save £5 with the early bird 

offer. 
 

Keep up to date with St Elizabeth Hospice news and the Midnight Walk at 

www.stelizabethhospice.org.uk 
 

Many Thanks, 
 

Sophie Johnson 
Marketing Assistant 
 

St Elizabeth Hospice, 565 Foxhall Road, Ipswich, IP3 8LX 

www.stelizabethhospice.org.uk 

 

 
Copdock Bike show 

 

This year our promotion gazebo was positioned outside rather than in the shed. 

We were in an excellent location next to the Copdock gazebo and on the main 

thoroughfare 
 

The weather was kind to us and considerable interest was shown by riders , a 

number who made commitments to join SAM in the near future. 
 

Regards 
 

Colin Will 
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SAM Theory Evenings 

 

As most of you know, on the Thursday evening, directly 

after Group Nights, SAM holds its monthly Theory 

Evening. Based on an ever revolving subject list of 

important rider skills these nights are an informal evening 

of facts and lively banter all aimed at improving your ride 

based on the information in “How to be a better rider”. 
 

Each session covers one of the four main topic areas; 
 

Overtaking  Planning & Positioning 

Cornering   Gears & Acceleration 
 

Mainly aimed at Associates going through the Skill for Life course, these 

evenings are also a good way for full members to brush up on their theory and 

add their experiences and questions to the session. 
 

The great benefit of attending these sessions in the classroom means it saves time 

on the road, covering theory and has the added advantage of an opportunity to 

discuss any issues you may have generally on your Skill for Life Course. 
 

Karl Hale,       SAM Chief Observer 
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CARRY ON UP THE SAHARA 
March 2016 

Trip to Morocco 
 

19
th
 March, joined up at Portsmouth for “adventure “tour to Morocco, with 6 

riders, to embark on ferry across Bay of Biscay to Bilbao. Our ride leader, ( I 

shall call him “Chris” ) headed off to Calais to join another rider who didn’t do 

boats so they were riding down through France to meet us in Spain. 

 

Had an enjoyable crossing, getting to know the others, who were generally pretty 

experienced male riders and one lady called V. I shared a cabin and most of the 

other shared rooms on our trip with a big Glaswegian bike dealer. 

 

Day 2; Arrived in Bilbao and after meeting with other 2 headed off to first nights 

hotel in Salamanca, through the Picos. Salamanca is lovely and the hotel very 

good, right in the center, so we went out after dinner and met a rehearsal for the 

Easter parade in the streets, carrying a huge wooden edifice of Christ on his way 

to Calvary. 

 

A great start to our holiday, although I suspect Salamanca is overlooked as a 

holiday destination, unfortunately. It was here we collected another rider, 

Gordon, whose main claim to fame was that he had ridden a bike and made love 

in every continent, except Antarctica, where he had only ridden a bike!  Query 

also about Madagascar as a continent somewhat peeved him! 

 

Day 3; Left Salamanca for Ronda. It was a fairly dull day on the motorway riding 

south with a little deviation in the hills to alleviate the tedium. 

 

Day 4; Left Ronda for Algeciras, and the ferry to Africa. The Ronda valley, 

southern Spain, not south Wales, is glorious and this lovely road ends at the 

coast. Eventually boarded ferry , after a bit of a wait as our leader hadn’t got 

sailing times correct and not everyone had the same ferry details, and set off past 

Gibraltar for the 45mins trip to Ceuta, a small Spanish port on the African 

mainland, which they refuse to concede, while still trying to get control of 

Gibraltar. 
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It is a short ride through the town to the boarder where we each paid 15 Euros to 

get us through passport control; it still took over 1.5 hours. 

 

We then paid 62 Euros for insurance, as it seems no one will cover you for 

Morocco. 

 

Here too we picked up Craig, who was going to help “Chris” with this trip in the 

future. 
 

 
 

We were then off on our first African road to Fez, and one of a few where we 

arrived at the hotel late, this time riding on roads in the dark, and in pouring rain. 

 

Moroccan roads, we found, vary enormously from fresh laid macadam, leaving a 

two inch drop on the edge then loose stone, to gravel, pot holes, and all surfaces 

in between. In addition, one has to contend with dogs biting at your feet, drivers 

with no lights, donkey carts, very slow large Lorries and 3 wheeled carts. 

 

Day 5; Still raining in the morning when we packed up and left Fez for Marzouka 

across the Atlas Mountains but roads somewhat easier to navigate in the daylight. 

At 2,300 m it was snowing and the road was blocked so we had to divert. The 

temp started to climb coming out of the mountains and all in all a great day, 

arriving at 7:30, riding over 300 miles (“Chris” had this ride down for 6.5 hrs, at 

one stage we did 10 miles in an hour) I found during this trip especially, layers of 

clothing worked well as we had temps of -1 to 26°C  
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Marzoukan roads seem to consist of compacted sand, being right on the edge of 

the desert and I was glad of the Continental trail attacks I had on the KTM, as we 

piled into a compound where we were leaving the bikes for the night and got on a 

camel for a trip into the desert and a Bedouin camp for the night. Traditional 

food, camp fire, songs, and a bed with 3 rugs, as night was cold, was a great 

experience. 

 

Day 6; Had to leave camp early than expected to avoid a sandstorm and exited 

Marzouka after breakfast in the compound to cross dessert landscapes on a pretty 

good road to Boumalne. 
 

 
 

We lost Craig today as the ECU on his 600cc beamer fried... It turned out we had 

some good mechanics and even an electrician among the party who had his bike 

apart and found the problem, unfixable unfortunately so we waited till he had 

arranged to get his bike collected. A problem in Morocco is that taxes for cars, 

bikes etc are so high, to stop people taking vehicles over there to sell you have to 

leave with the one you bought in, unless it is a write off. 

 

Lovely, curving good roads to Boumalne and an adventure hotel for bikers and 

rally cars, people generally tackling the Sahara. 
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We stayed in caves, very comfortable and good dinner, but absence of alcohol. 

Some hotels will serve it, others do not. We realised here that “Chris “was 

sharing Vs room at nights. 

 

Day 7; We packed up and left Boumalne for Marakesh fairly early. The route 

was over the mountains where the roads were being widened leaving mud 

streaming down the mountain. Lots of traffic and slow moving Lorries, cars and 

bikes everywhere and very slow progress. Down off the mountain the roads 

improved but the traffic pouring into the capital was immense making progress 

slow. We eventually arrived at 7:00, after a ride of approx 200 miles, into the 

centre and souks of Marakesh .Small motorbikes, people and cars everywhere. 

Observation was the key word here! 

 

Hotel was in the centre of Marakesh, parked on the pavement outside. Checked 

in and off to see the nightlife. The hotel here was good as usual. 
 

 
 

Day 8; Had a day off the bikes exploring Marakesh, which is fascinating and 

would have liked to go back as we missed a lot. Also checked over the bike, 

found that bike temp improved with mud washed out of radiator. 

 

Day 9; Left Marakesh for Meknes, a distance of 340 miles, but roads pretty good 

except for long gravelled sections where the roads were being improved! 

V came off on a bend, bike bent a bit but ride able and she was ok. Continued to 

Meknes arriving at 8:00. A beer and a meal in a local restaurant produced the 
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best tangine to date though. Gordon left us here, probably thought he was safer 

on his own!! Tour becoming a bit like 10 little Indians. 

 

Day 10; Left Meknes for the ride north to Tangiers in more blazing sunshine and 

stopped off at the Roman site Voloubis on route a lot of the ruins still standing. 

Asked by “ Chris” which route we would like to take and we all told him we 

would like to arrive at the hotel at a decent time, so we started off on a more 

direct route than he had planned, our guide not happy. The roads deteriorated 

more repairs and widening, also usual mix of vehicles. 

 

At one section of road widening our expert guide overtook a stationary lorry 

without checking, into the path of an oil tanker coming in the other direction. He 

managed to squeeze through and pull up in the front of the parked lorry, but V 

followed him blindly and bounced off the side of the tanker, luckily it had rails 

down the side covering the wheels, into the side of the stationary lorry. Behind 

her we pulled up and were relieved when she came round. We then had 2 hours 

of police, ambulance and loads of car drivers, the road was impassable. We had 

to organise a transfer of her bike to Tangiers, and it was then I found that the 

insurance we had paid for is useless if you ride a bike as they will only recover, 

and tow a car!  
 

 
 

We left “Chris” to follow V to the hospital, so down to 6, and continued to 

Tangiers on some brilliant roads, arriving at our hotel, another really good one, 

selling alcohol among other things, around 6:00 
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After dinner we found the bar had several attractive pairs of ladies. Apparently 

the hotel let the ladies of the night know when foreigners turn up. The hotel takes 

a percentage of the deal and 2 of our party and guide partook, at vast expense!!  

Vs bike turned up, written off, followed by “Chris”, and she somewhat later by V 

with broken ribs, arm and massive bruising. Both very lucky!! Back up to 7 

riders. 

 
Day 11; Panic in morning as we had to remind “Chris” that there was an hour’s 

time difference between Africa and Ceuta, so a quick dash to the ferry, just 

making it. 

 

Back to Algeciras and up the coast road to Malaga, where we turned inland and 

onto lovely roads up through mile after mile of olive groves, until we reached 

Guadix near Granada. Unusual hotel, rooms in caves in hillside, warm and 

comfortable. Hotel had good food and beers. Told by “Chris” we were leaving at 

8:25 after breakfast at 8:00. Didn’t see him at breakfast so by 8:40 we banged on 

his window, started the bikes and left him. 
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We had a brilliant day through mid Spain, hills, gorges and great roads. “Chris” 

caught up with us at lunch, not happy. Continued to Madrid and 5 star hotels on 

outskirts, ate out as hotel was expensive. 

 

Day 12; Breakfast at 7 am and out from hotel by 8:00 and motorway A-1 to 

Burges and Bilbao. As the road climbed higher we passed the snowline, and then 

it started to snow, and we ominously overtook a snowplough. We were stopped 

by the Guarda Civil who told us the road was impassable, presumably for bikes, 

so we diverted across country, where the snow was about 75 mm on the road and 

only passable by driving in car treads. I was watching the temp go down to about 

-1°C and hoping it wasn’t going to freeze as we went higher. We eventually 

rejoined the A-1 without incident and onto Bilbao and the ferry. 

 

“Chris” was right about one thing; we did have an adventure, but I hope , suspect 

he may do things a little differently next tour , none of the riders will be doing 

another one with him, although it was an brilliant experience I am glad I did. A 

total of around 3,300 miles door to door, though a really unusual country. 

 

I feel I should have added to say that this is only a brief outline of stuff that went 

on. I have enough material for a film I think !! 

 

 
 

Ian Bishop 
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HONDA AFRICA TWIN 
CRF1000L DCT 

The important bit in the title above is DCT (Dual Clutch Transmission) as this 

review is mainly about the gearbox. Over the last few months, I have reviewed 

several bikes but two of them were automatics (Kawasaki J300 and Suzuki 

Burgman). Both of these had CVT gearboxes and I enjoyed both in their different 

ways. Those of you on Facebook will know that I have recently changed my car 

and now have a Renault Clio Nav 

Lux Cup Renault sport 200 EDC 

(flows of the tongue!) which has a 

dual clutch gearbox. Having now 

got to grips with it, after several 

hundred miles, I thought it was 

time for me to take another look at 

Honda’s dual clutched bikes (I 

tried one several years ago on the 

original VFR1200.) 

I popped into Lings Honda Ipswich to see 

what demonstrators they had and blagged 

myself a go on the new Africa Twin DCT. 

The bike is quite striking in its white, red 

and blue colour scheme with bright gold 

wheels. The demo bike had the full luggage 

kit, heated grips and an aftermarket Remus 

pipe.  

Firstly, a little about what a DCT is. 

Effectively, it is like having two complete 

normal gearboxes and clutches in your bike 

at once. One clutch controls the output of 

gears 1, 3 & 5 and the other, gears 2, 4 & 6. 

Obviously you can only use one gear to 

drive the bike at any one time. The 

advantage is that if you are using 2
nd
 then 

the other gearbox is already in 3
rd
 (or 1

st
) 

and at the point you need to change gear, all 

that is required is for one clutch to disengage 
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and the other to engage. All this is controlled by clever computerised electronics 

and means the bike can be ridden in a variety of modes from full automatic to 

manual gear selection (via buttons on the left bar).  

Out on the forecourt the controls are explained to me, including the fact the bike 

has a handbrake (for parking on a slope, as you can’t leave it in gear as per 

normal). The addition of the extra buttons for gear changing, selecting modes etc. 

meant that a bit more thought was required to use things like indicators and horn 

as they are not exactly where I’m used to them being. Happy I knew where 

everything was, and having adjusted the mirrors, I set off into the traffic. 

 

Initially I tried to ride the bike in mode D (Drive). This is the basic automatic 

mode. I headed from Lings out of town and was surprised to see how quickly it 

rushed up the box. Down the dip at the end of Foxhall Road’s residential area 

and then we started to climb up the hill to the Speedway Stadium. The bike 

stayed in 5
th
 and was labouring the engine to maintain speed. I was expecting it 

to change down a gear or two. Then, out of the 30 mph limit, onto the NSL 

stretch, I opened the throttle and the 1000cc parallel twin pulled strongly, but 

again not very smoothly, as it hadn’t changed down. And so it continued along 

the Martlesham bypass, with the bike continually wanting to get into a high gear 

and only changing down when slowing up. After a few more miles of this 

heading towards Orford, I switched into one of the three Sport modes and the 

bike completely changed its character (for the better). The Sport modes hold onto 

the revs for longer by keeping a lower gear engaged for longer, each mode to 

varying degrees. 
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Now in Sport mode the bike was changing up and down the box more often and 

making it much nicer to ride, the Remus pipe reminding me of what was going 

on with the engine revs. I found that the middle of the three sport modes suited 

me most (not too much revs, not too little revs, but just right revs ☺ ). In this 

mode, the ‘B’ roads were handled superbly giving enough acceleration and 

enough engine braking for a lovely, flowing, smooth ride. The handling was very 

good and after a few miles I had got used to the wide bars that needed little input 

for the turns. I did, however, find in all three of the sport modes it still needed a 

big twist of the throttle to make it change down for an overtake, or to accelerate 

hard, making it a bit on/off and abrupt in those circumstances.  

NB. Learning when a  DCT will change gear does take time/miles but once you 

have a feel for it you can truly control the gearbox using the throttle by 

slow/quick/subtle inputs.   

 

Once I reached Sizewell, I decided to give the Manual mode a try. In my car this 

is the most enjoyable of the modes and so it proved to be on the Africa Twin. In 

manual mode you control the up and down gear changes via a button for your left 

thumb (down changes) and a small lever for your index finger (up changes). The 

big cherry on the cake is that you don’t need to come off the throttle. 

Acceleration from standing becomes a super smooth flow up to your desired 

speed. Hold the throttle open, accelerate, pull with your index finger and you are 

in the next gear with no jerks or jumps or any real feeling of it having changed 

gear. Again, as with my car, the engineers have programmed in some 

conventional gear changing feel to the auto modes, but in manual mode it is a 

creamy smooth blend from one gear to the next. Why they do this I don’t know 
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as the gearbox is obviously capable of being completely smooth, almost 

seamless. I rode in manual mode to Saxmundham, Framlingham, Saxtead, Earl 

Soham, Ashbocking and through to the A140 where I joined the A14 back 

towards Ipswich. A very enjoyable ride, and comfortable too, on the wide, 

supportive, height adjustable, seat. 

The final test was a ride across town in lots of stop start traffic. Initially, I tried D 

mode, but again found this used a too high gear making it too jerky/rough for my 

tastes (maybe years on multis has conditioned me too much?) so I switched to the 

softer of the three sport modes. This is where the purists cry, “It’s a scooter!” But 

there’s a reason scooters are so popular in this environment. Not having a clutch 

here makes the built up congested roads much more relaxing and less tiring. The 

only fly in the ointment on the Africa Twin were a couple of slow manoeuvres at 

junctions where I found myself going so slow there was no drive to maintain 

balance. This would be something for me to practise and get used to. 

 

Thanks again to Lings for the loan of their demonstrator for a few hours. To sum 

up my experience/views (yours may differ): An excellent motorcycle and the 

inclusion of the DCT makes it an interesting addition to the huge range of 

Adventure bikes available now. I really enjoyed my 75 mile test ride and found 

the DCT accomplished and easy to use. If I had one I’d end up using the DCT in 

the same way I do for my car. That is, auto in the built up areas and on dual 

carriageways, and manual mode on those enjoyable twisty ‘B’ roads. My closing 

advice is that if/when you get to ride or drive a vehicle with DCT (and you will 

one day as they are becoming more and more common in the car world) you do 

need to adapt your style and work with the gearbox and not against it. Now I 

need to think about whether I should give that VFR1200 a second chance. 

Mike Roberts 
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BREAKFAST RUN 2016 
4th December  
Blackberry Cafe  

Swanns Garden Centre 

Bromeswell 

IP12 2PX 

 

Tel: 01394 460127 

 

Meet at Stowmarket Tescos IP14 5BE in good time for 09:30 Briefing and 

subsequent departure. 

 

All riders must attend the Briefing. 

 

Ride Co-ordinator is Vini Evans. 

 

Follow Gun Cotton Way and Navigation Approach to join the B1113 through 

Old Newton.  

 

Turn right at White Horse Finningham.  

 

Cross straight over the A140 at Stoke White Horse with great care.  

 

Join the B1077 to the right carrying on through Debenham and Winston until 

reaching the A1120.  

 

Join it to the left but turn off to the right after only 100 metres to Helmingham.  

 

Turn left at the triangle green, through Otley to Clopton where a left is taken 

onto the B1078 to Wickham Market.  

 

Turn right at the roundabout, over the A12 to Tunstall.  

 

Turn right at the Green Man on the B1069 through Eyke to Swanns Garden 

Centre on the left. 
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Ride Co-ordinators and 
Ride Leaders 

 

Ride Leaders and Ride Coordinators are the full SAM members that 

facilitate SAM social rides. In order to maintain and hopefully increase 

the club social rides, the club needs sufficient numbers to allow our 

much-loved breakfast, Summer Chip and Winter Saturday Jaunts to 

continue. If you are interested in helping the club, and helping yourself 

by becoming a Ride Co-ordinator and ride Leader, please contact Sara Hale 

to find out more information about one or both of these roles. 

 

 

Ride Co-ordinator and Ride Leader 
 

 David Wood,  Chris Nunn,  John Jenkins,  Keith Pavelin 

 Phil Sayer,  Glyn Hill,  Martin Drury,  Dean Harris,  Vini Evans. 

 Richard Ockelton 

 

Ride Leaders 
 

Brian Ellis,  Ken Beckinsale, Tim Wash 

 

 

 

 

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute 

changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route 

cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, so 

you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day. 
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Saturday Jaunt 
17th December 

Mistley Park Place Tea Rooms 

CO11 1ER 

 

Tel:01206 396048 

 

Meet in car park behind B&M Home Store at Copdock IP8 3TT in good time for 

13:30 Briefing and subsequent departure. 

 

All riders must attend Briefing. 

 

Ride Co-ordinator Richard Ockleton. 

 

Turn left out of Tescos, A1214 towards Ipswich then turn left at traffic lights. 

 

Turn right at ‘Beagle’ roundabout. 

 

Turn left into Somersham Rd at Bramford. 

 

Turn left just past Limeburners pub to Gt Bricett. 

 

Turn left on to B1078 to Bildeston. 

 

Turn left on to B1115 to Hadleigh. 

 

Staggered left then right on B1070 through Raydon to Cattawade roundabout. 

 

Turn right to Manningtree station roundabout. 

 

Turn left through town and along The Walls. 

 

Turn right at Mistley into New Road. 

 

Tea Room is on the right. 
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Social Rides 
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the vehicle 

at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group activities and that 

the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot and do not accept any 

liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to vehicle occurring in 

the course of any rally or other event organised by the Group.  Any member 

attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own risk and must maintain 

their own insurance to cover any said injury to person or damage to vehicle and 

must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road tax, insurance and MOT 

certificate (if applicable). 

Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s 

guidelines as follows: 

 You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of the 

route 

 If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine. 

 Be responsible for your own safety 

 Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time. 

 Have a FULL tank of fuel 

 No more than 5 in a group. 
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Why are my ears 
nowhere near where the 
Germans think they are? 

 

Earlier on this year, I decided it was time to upgrade my lid so off I rode to our 

friends over at Hideout to meet Rachael. Having picked a nice new shiny one, 

my thoughts progressed to replacing the trusty headset I had that was built in to 

my old lid. Following a bit of investigation I chose to select the Sena unit as it 

has some good reviews and seems to be easy enough to set up. 
 

Being the typical, 'get it out of the box' 'plug it in' and expect it all to work kind 

of person, I'm used to things not working so easily. Well this time I was 

pleasantly surprised, ok it took me a few attempts to get everything perfect, but 

once I'd paired things in the correct order it's worked like clockwork all summer. 
 

Now I'm certainly not condoning trying to operate comms whilst riding or trying 

to use the phone. My main use is for “digital doris” my trusty Sat Nav lady to 

help me find my way. I travel extensively for work and have found that making a 

quick call whilst stopped somewhere is great and saves taking my 

helmet/earplugs out just to tell 'home' of my ETA or a quick call to the office to 

check in. 
 

So that brings me to my ears, during the 

installation of the speakers into the helmet I did 

the obvious thing and put them directly in the 

middle of the space, kindly left by our Bavarian 

friends. Put on the lid, sparked up the music on 

my phone to test them…..ooh dear very 

disappointed...but “hold on the instructions say 

move them closer to your ears”? But how? 

Sticking my fingers up inside the lid I managed 

to locate my ear lobe. I took off the lid and used 

my finger to measure from the base up to the 

speaker. It turns out my ears are nowhere near 

the provided spaces! So I've had to get them as 

near as possible, but they are now plenty loud enough to hear through my 

moulded 'attenuated ear plugs'. The Sena unit does adjust automatically and has a 

really biker friendly volume 'toggle switch' neatly positioned inside the visor 
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edge. 
 

With the kit comes a 'remote control' which in the instructions they suggest will 

fit by your left hand on the handlebar grip. The remote comes with a large button 

(joy stick) on the top and then two tiny little buttons that are also used to control 

various options on the headset. I've tried placing it as suggested but it feels 

uncomfortable and limits the space for my hand on the bar. It also makes it 

difficult (for me) to reach the horn and indicators on the left handlebar unit. The 

simple answer to this is obvious ….YOU SHOULDN'T BE PLAYING WITH 

THIS WHILST RIDING A MOTORCYCLE! I put mine in the middle of the 

handlebar so I can't use it unless I'm stopped. I can see how this could become a 

big distraction if you’re not disciplined in its use. 
 

The radio seems to work fine, I've download the Sena app onto my phone and set 

up 10 radio stations, I haven't used it much but listening to Sally Traffic is handy 

especially on my longer journeys, the unit has RDS so it sparks up and increases 

the volume which is great. 

 

The bike to bike intercom, I haven't used, 

other riders have said it works well, but I 

don't really think any-one else would 

want to hear what I say to myself inside 

my lid so it's probably best left alone! 

 

The battery in the unit seems to last a 

whole day, it charges from a phone 

charger, the remote control unit lasts 

about 1 week before needing a top up. I 

guess it depends on how much you’re 

using it, but on holiday in Scotland we used it all day with no issues. 
 

So in summary, it's a great little unit, it fits very unobtrusively into the helmet 

with no extra collars or accessories tangling from it. The microphone is neat and 

fits snugly into the helmet without being too near your mouth. 
 

Would I recommend it...yes definitely it's a great piece of kit, IF you have a need 

for bike comms. If not just enjoy your biking without the additional risks 

associated with all these gadgets. 
 

Thanks to Hideout as ever for their excellent customer service...very happily 

connected with my Sena IO Unit. 
 

Andre Castle 
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Editorial 
 

Great excitement this month. As you’re all 

aware I’m in the process of rebuilding the 

garage which means that the poor old girl has 

to live outside with a cover over it. Tucked up 

in one of our old duvets, only when I went to 

get her up from a long slumber a pair of field 

mice had moved in and were less than happy 

with me disturbing their new home… 
 

She was due an oil change and a bit of a 

service, so took her up to the workshop and did all the necessary work. That 

evening I had an appointment with some friends I haven’t seen in 30 years in 

Colchester. So whizzed down on the bike. When I arrived there was a strong 

smell of burnt oil but didn’t think anything of it as I thought it was the spillage 

burning off. On my return at 01:00 there was a small puddle under the bike. Oh, 

Ar, have I not tightened something up properly. 
 

The roads where wet as it had been raining in the evening and at the first 

roundabout I felt the back wheel start to slide out from under me…. OOO, 

realising what was happening I rode home every carefully, keeping the bike as 

upright as possible round corners, which in its self is quite tricky, but at that time 

of the morning I thought calling out help would take forever so just got on with 

it. 
 

Next morning checked everything and all was good, started her up and oil started 

peeeeeeing out, turned out that the main gallery oil pipe had been worn though 

and got a pin prick hole in it which was letting oil out, Colchester and back I lost 

1¾ lts of oil, most of it on the back wheel. I have ordered another pipe from Mr 

Orwells but…… no-one has one in stock, might get here by Christmas…. � 
 

Safe Riding Felix... Editor 
 

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH. 

Tel: 07712649860 
 

editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com 
 
 

Thank you 
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine. ☺ 

But….. what about the rest of you…. � 
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Closing date for copy FridayFridayFridayFriday after club night 
If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your 

monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email 

notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or 

send me an email. 
 

I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride outs 

have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so feel 

free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will have 

another great magazine to read  
 

Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you 

can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word 

template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has all 

the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman as 

the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts the 

A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate to 

your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page 
 
 
 

Advertise in our magazine 
 

Annual Advertising Rates:  
 

Advertise on the SAM website for an additional £25. 
 

Contact Felix for more details 07712649860

 Sam.editor@btinternet.com  
 

£50 for ½ page  £75 for full page 
 

 
 

Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists 
 

3
rd
 Thursday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140, 

Norwich, NR14 8PQ 
 

Chairman,  Rob Chandler,  01493 730409 

Secretary,  Alex Mason,  01603 716735 
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MEMBER INFORMATION 

A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our 

website. Below are some key links members will find useful. 
 

CONTACTS 
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs 

so you can recognise everyone. 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs 
 

CALENDAR 
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your 

smartphone.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal 
 

OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER 
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM 

motorcycle test.   Contact: Karl Hale 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart 
 

CARING SAM 
Our customer service & complaints procedures.   Contact: Brian Ellis 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care 
 

DISCOUNT SCHEME 
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM 

membership cards). Save your membership fee, and more, by using these 

retailers who give a discount to SAM members.  Contact: David Arbon 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc 
 

ADVERTS 
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our 

online adverts section.   Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads 
 

SHOPS 
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two 

online shops.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop 
 

FORUM 
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related. 

Have a read, and then register to join in.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum 
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SAM Events for your Diary 
 

November 2016 
 

Tuesday 15
th
  SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by 

Guest Speaker. from http://www.sorrymate.com/ Bar and restaurant serving all 

types of food/drinks including teas and coffees. 

 

Thursday 17
th
  Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along and 

learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Gears & Acceleration 

 

Saturday 19
th
  Saturday Jaunt, Coffee Shop at Barnplants Garden 

Centre CO3 8ND Meet in car park behind B&M Home Store at Copdock IP8 

3TT in good time for 13:30 Briefing and subsequent departure. 

 

December 2016 
 

Sunday 4
th
  Breakfast Run, The Wild Blackberry Cafe, Bromeswell. 

Meet at Stowmarket Tescos IP14 5BE, in good time for 09:30 Briefing and 

subsequent departure. All riders must attend the Briefing 

 

Wednesday 7
th
   SAM Committee meeting. Fynn Valley Golf Club.19:30 

 

Tuesday 13
th
  Christmas Group Night Fynn Valley Golf Club 19:30 

 

Saturday 17
th
  Saturday Jaunt,. Mistley Park Place Tea rooms. Meet in 

car park behind B&M Home Store at Copdock IP8 3TT, in good time for 13:30 

Briefing and subsequent departure. All riders must attend the Briefing 
 

January 2017 
 

Wednesday 4
th
   SAM Committee meeting. Fynn Valley Golf Club.19:30 

 

Sunday 8
th
  Breakfast Run, TBA, Briefing and subsequent departure. 

All riders must attend the Briefing 

 

Tuesday 17
th
  SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by 

Guest Speaker Bar and restaurant serving all types of food/drinks including teas 

and coffees. 
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Thursday 19
th
  Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along and 

learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Overtaking 

 

Saturday 21
st
   Saturday Jaunt, TBA, Briefing and subsequent departure. 

 

February 2017 
 

Wednesday 1
st
    SAM Committee meeting. Fynn Valley Golf Club.19:30 

 

Sunday 5
th
  Breakfast Run, TBA Briefing and subsequent departure. 

All riders must attend the Briefing 

 

Saturday 18
th
    Saturday Jaunt, TBA  Briefing and subsequent departure. 

 

Tuesday 21
st
   SAM Group Night. SAM’s AGM at 19:30 followed by 

Bar and restaurant serving all types of food/drinks including teas and coffees. 

 

Thursday 23
rd
   Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along and 

learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Planning & Positioning 

 

 
Note from Editor 

 

Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any changes 

after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can be 

unpredictable  
 

 
 

Disclaimer 
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the 

Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group. 

They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view 

that free expression promotes discussion and interests. 
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Hole in the oil Gallery pipe running from oil pump to the sump 

 
Whats all this noise about…?. 
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